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The Analysis of Code-Mixing used in “Marmut Merah Jambu” by Raditya

Dika

Josep Wibi Khris Setya

ABSTRACT

The objective of this study was to investigate the types of code-mixing used in
Marmut Merah Jambu movie and the perception of Faculty of Language and
Literature (FLL) students toward the use of code-mixing in the movie. The study
used both quantitative and qualitative research methods. The subject used in this
study was Marmut Merah Jambu movie, the transcription of Marmut Merah
Jambu movie and the transcription of the interview consisting of the collected data
related to the reasons why people do code-mixing. Each sentence from the whole
script of Marmut Merah Jambu movie was carefully identified to determine its
code-mixing type according to Hoffman’s theory (1991). After that, some FLL
students were interviewed to collect data about their perceptions towards the use
of code-mixing in the movie using interview questions adapted from Hossain and
Bar (2015). For the data analysis, this study used technique of percentage adapting
the formula from Sudjana (1996 cited in Miftahudin, 2011). This study reported
that in 197 dialogues of code-mixing used in Marmut Merah Jambu movie, there
were 133 codes mixing occurrences: 5 belonged to intra-sentential category, 40
belonged to intra-lexical category, and 88 occurrences of code-mixing involving
change of pronunciation. The findings also showed some possibilities, why the
characters in Marmut Merah Jambu movie used code-mixing. The first reason was
that they have limited vocabularies in a certain language to make the statement
clearer and the exposure of Western pop culture.

Key Words: Code-mixing, Sociolinguistics

A. INTRODUCTION

Code-mixing phenomenon becomes an interesting topic to be discussed,

especially in Indonesia, where society uses more than one language or it can be

called as a multilingual country. Sumarsih, Siregar Bahrim and Sanjaya (2014)

stated that linguistic diversity becomes the reason why people in Indonesia do
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code-mixing. Moreover, when people who speak a language are exposed by other

people who speak another language, those two communities tend to mix their

languages to understand and know each other. As a result, Indonesian people tend

to mix codes because of the situation of the community where they use more than

one language in daily conversation.

Code-mixing phenomenon in Indonesia does not only occur in daily

conversation. Li (1996) found that code-mixing usually happened when the

discourse of informal genres touches upon a certain domain, such as computing,

business, food, fashion, movie and music. The exposure of code-mixing in any

media also influences the way people speak in their daily lives. Kaiser (2011)

explained that the spoken language of movie covers a variety of sociolects

including socio-economic and educational level. It also incorporates rural and

urban speechs, slangs and jargons, etc. Languages in movies are popular and

become part of everyday speech.

Hornby (2000) stated that movie is a process of making or reproducing a

motion picture. Movie as one of inspirations and reflections of reality in daily life

or the real world could be a good example to explain a code-mixing phenomenon.

Many of movie audiences feel difficult to understand the code-mixing occurred or

spoken by the characters in a movie due to the lack of knowledge on the pattern

and lack of the vocabulary, especially in a foreign language. To make the

audience understand the patterns and the message of each conversation uttered by

the characters and also how the movie can affect the audience’s code or language

in the daily conversation, it is important to know and understand the pattern and
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the message of each conversation. This study might be useful for sociolinguistic

study at the Faculty of Language and Literature (FLL) of Satya Wacana Christian

University (SWCU), particularly since code-mixing occurrences were often found

in this movie. Using Marmut Merah Jambu movie as an example, it would make

the students of FLL easier to know the concept of code-mixing. The students

would also be familiar with the use of code-mixing in the conversation context

uttered by the characters in the movie. This is why this movie became an object to

be analyzed.

This study tried to analyze the most dominant code-mixing type used in

the movie: Marmut Merah Jambu using a theoretical framework of Hoffman

(1991): intra-sentential code-mixing, intra-lexical code-mixing and code-mixing

involving a change of pronunciation. This study also tried to investigate students’

perceptions, especially FLL students in SWCU, towards the use of code-mixing in

Marmut Merah Jambu movie. Therefore, this study focused on analyzing the

grammatical aspects of code-mixing in Marmut Merah Jambu and why the

characters in the movie did code-mixing.

Marmut Merah Jambu movie by Raditya Dika was chosen because this

movie used more than one language: Bahasa Indonesia and English. This movie is

included in the genre of romance comedy, which is very popular among teenagers.

Afrisia (2014) in CNN Indonesia stated that this movie was the big five of favorite

movies in Indonesia with total audiences 640.682 people in 2014 and won some

awards like Indonesian Kids Choice Awards 2015 as the best movie in 2015.

After seeing the appreciation of this movie, it could be concluded that this movie
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may influence the audience, especially teenagers to mix their codes in their daily

conversation.

B. LITERATURE REVIEW

1. Sociolinguistics

According to Holmes (2001), sociolinguistics is a study of relationship

between language and society, and how the language used in multilingual speech

communities. Yumoto (1996) reported that bilingualism and multilingualism are

quite common and widely spread in Europe, Asia including Indonesia, and Africa.

According to Mackey (1962), bilingualism is the ability of people to use two

languages (codes) in the interaction, multilingualism is related to the ability to use

more than two languages (codes) in the interaction.

Holmes (2001) added that sociolinguistics study tries to examine why

people speak differently in different social contexts and how it is affected by

social factors such as social distance, social status, age, gender, class on language

varieties used. Sociolinguistics study is also concerned about the identification

that may result in different social functions of language and how language is used

to convey social meanings. Wardhaugh (2006) stated that social structure may

either influence or determine the linguistic structure and behavior. In conclusion,

sociolinguistics is a study of language used in a bilingual and multilingual society

and its development, including code-switching and code-mixing.
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2. Code

Wardhaugh (2006) defined the term of “code” as a system, including

language, dialect, pidgins, and creoles used by two or more people to develop

their communication. It seems that in bilingual or multilingual country, people

might use more than one code in their daily conversation.

According to Holmes (2001), code choice is influenced by some social

factors. Those social factors are: first, social distances as the relation between the

participants. The examples are strangers, friends, or family. The next social factor

is the status of the participants in the society. The status might also influence the

selection of an appropriate code. The third factor is the setting and dimension of

formality. This refers to where the participants do the interaction. The example of

the setting and dimension are: home, school, office. The last factor is the function

of the interaction.

Cakrawati (2011) stated that code-mixing happens when people mix two

codes or languages without changing the topic. Hoffman (1991) explained that

there are many types of code-mixing based on the area where the language is

used. He categorized code-mixing into three categories: (1) intra-sentential code-

mixing, (2) intra-lexical code-mixing, (3) code-mixing involving change of

pronunciation. First, intra-sentential code-mixing is the code-mixing that happens

within a phrase, a clause or a sentence boundary. The example is when a Spanish-

English talks, “I started going like this. Y luego decla (and then he said), look at

the smoke coming out my fingers.” The next code-mixing type is intra-lexical

code-mixing This type of code-mixing occurs within a word boundary. The
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example of this type is in shoppã (English shop with the Panjabi plural ending) or

kuenjoy (English enjoy with the Swahili prefix ku, meaning ‘to’). The last is

code-mixing involving change of pronunciation. This type occurs at the

phonological level. The example is when Indonesian people say an English word

‘strawberry’ /ˈstɹɔˌbɛɹi/ but modify it into a phonological structure as ‘stroberi’

/strobéri/.

In regards to the reasons why people tend to mix their languages, Hoffman

(1991) came up with four reasons. Here are the reasons of code-mixing according

to Hoffman’s theory:

1. If an item has been acquired in one language but not yet in the other,

someone may use the available device to express a certain lexical or

grammatical meaning.

2. If an item temporarily unavailable, the subject is likely to resort to an

equivalent form in the other language.

3. If an item is more complex, or less silent in one language, the young

bilingual may make use of the corresponding one from other languages.

4. If someone is exposed to mixed input, s/he will often respond with mixed

production.

3. Previous Studies on Code-Mixing

The previous study related to code-mixing in Indonesian movie was done

by Sipayung in 2013. The study, entitled “The Analysis of Code-Mixing in Film

from Bandung with Love”, focused on the investigation of utterances produced by

all characters from the first scene up to the last scene of the movie which
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contained code-mixing based on Hoffman’s theory and also the reasons why the

characters used code-mixing in the dialogue.

The study showed that the most dominant category of code-mixing is in

lexical boundary, such as “Oke deh, thanks ya, Vey!” and “Feeling gue tuh

nyuruh gue kalau gue tuh harus ke kamarnya Poppy”(Sipayung, 2013). Then, the

study also tried to investigate the reasons why the characters in the movie used

code-mixing in the dialogue. In regards to the reasons why the characters did the

code-mixing, the study found that teenagers in Indonesia like to mix their

language in the word level to show that they are educated and modern.

Based on Sipayung’s study, this study conducted a similar research on

Indonesian movie, Marmut Merah Jambu. This study focused on investigating the

most dominant code-mixing in the script and the reasons why the characters used

code-mixing in the movie that was assumed to have big influence to the audience.

The differences between the previous study and this study are this study used

interview to know the reasons why code-mixing occurred in the movie, and to get

reliable data, this study used inter-rater reliability. Those are some differences,

which are not found in the previous study.
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C. THE STUDY

This section presents the research design including the research method, the

subject of the research, the instrument of the research, the research procedure, the

data collection procedure and the data reliability.

1. Research Method

The objective of this research is to investigate the types of code-mixing used

in Marmut Merah Jambu movie and FLL students’ perception towards the use of

code-mixing in Marmut Merah Jambu movie. Therefore, this research used

quantitative and qualitative method. Harwell (2011) explained that quantitative

research is more in prediction with the purposes to maximize objectivity,

replicability, and generalizibility of findings. Meanwhile qualitative research is

concerned with developing explanations of social phenomena and focuses on

interpretation and the description that might lead to develop a new concept or to

evaluate an organizational process (Hancock, Ockleford, & Windridge, 2009).

2. Subject of the Research

The subject of this research is Marmut Merah Jambu movie, the script of

Marmut Merah Jambu movie and the extracts from the interview. This research

uses the dialogues of the characters in Marmut Merah Jambu movie containing

code-mixing between Bahasa Indonesia and English and also the answers of the

interview containing FLL students’ perception toward the reasons of using code-

mixing.

The movie used to collect the data in this research is Marmut Merah Jambu.

Marmut Merah Jambu is the fourth movie that was directed by Raditya Dika
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based on his novel. He is well known as a novel writer and a movie director. The

genre of his works is about romantic-comedy and Marmut Merah Jambu is within

this genre.

Then, to provide information about the perceptions of code-mixing used in

the movie Marmut Merah Jambu which might be helpful for FLL students in

SWCU to get a better understanding about code-mixing, the sample participants

were FLL students who have already took Introduction to Sociolinguistics course

in FLL. The participants were selected using convenience sampling due to the

availability and the time limitation of the research and the participants. Ross

(2005) mentioned that convenience sampling is a technique based on the

participants’ accessibility and availability to the researcher. It can be concluded

that this technique depends on the participants’ motivation to participate in the

study. The research focuses on four students who have watched Marmut Merah

Jambu movie and have background knowledge about code-mixing.

3. Instrument of the Research

In this research, the first instrument to find the most dominant code-mixing

occurred in the movie is Hoffman’s categorization of code-mixing. There are

three types of code-mixing in the Hoffman’s theory: intra-sentential, intra-lexical

and change of pronunciation.

The interview questions to find out students’ perception are based on the

previous research by Hossain and Bar (2015) about a case study in Code-Mixing

among Jahangirnagar University Students, Bangladesh. Some questions were used
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and adapted to get clear data about the perceptions why code-mixing was used in

the movie. Some questions adapted are:

1. Do you think FM Radio plays an important role in mixing codes?

2. What are the factors of code-mixing?

3. Do you think what happened in the movie reflects on society?

There are some questions omitted because the previous research has different

subject in the study. Code-mixing research among Jahangirnagar University

students in Bangladesh used students as the subject of the research while this

research’s subject is the movie. Watching the movie is also useful for the students

to get better understanding about the background why the characters in the movie

do code-mixing.

4. Research Procedure

The research followed the following procedure. The first step is deciding the

subject of the research, in this case, which movie to analyze. Then, the dialogue of

the movie transcribed into a script of the movie. After compiling the dialogues

into the script, the writer watched the movie and analyzed the script thoroughly

and carefully. The next step was identifying and classifying each sentence that

used code-mixing. At the same time, the rater identified and classified the

dialogues into the categories of code-mixing. After identifying and classifying

each sentence, the data were analyzed and compared with the four raters to

maintain reliability of the data collected. The next step is interpreting the data

from the transcript from the recording. The last step is drawing conclusion and

making some suggestions for future research on this field.
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4. a. Data Collection

The data collected from the whole script of Marmut Merah Jambu movies.

Then, each sentence of the movie carefully identified for in-depth analysis based

on Hoffman’s categorization. At the same time, the raters also categorized the

sentence and the results were compared to maintain reliability of the data

collected.

Then to get the data about the perception of Faculty of Language and

Literature students toward the use of code-mixing in Marmut Merah Jambu

movie, this research used interview. Semi-structured technique was used due to

the flexibility and the reliability. Cohen and Crabtree (2006) explain that semi-

structured interview uses open-ended questions which give the opportunity to the

interviewer to follow up related questions to get a better perception of the topic.

Cohen and Crabtree also mention that semi-structured interviews allow the

participants to express their views on their own terms. The language used in the

interview was English because students were form the English language education

program of FLL. The interview questions were adapted from Hossain and Bar’s

study (2015).

The participants were contacted to get the permission to conduct the

interview. The interviews were recorded.

4. b. Data Analysis

The data in the form of the dialogues of the movie is divided into a unit of

analysis of sentences. The sentence in the dialogue of the movie is each turn when

the characters converse with each other, so one sentence is one turn each character
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converse in the movie. Each sentence in the dialogue was analyzed against

Hoffman’s categorization for intra-sentential and lexical code-mixing. For the

change of pronunciation type in code-mixing, each dialogue in the actual movie

was scrutinized to detect any changes in pronunciation.

To analyze the data, this research uses the technique of percentage, adapting

the formula of Sudjana (1996, in Miftahudin, 2011).

The Formula: P = × 100%
P in the formula stands as the percentage of the code-mixing used. Then, f is

the total of the frequency of code-mixing (intra-lexical or intra-sentential or

change of pronunciation) which happened in the sentence. After that n is the total

word of code-mixing in the movie script. The formula to calculate the percentage

is the total of the frequency of code-mixing type (f) divided by the total of code-

mixing in the script (n), then the result will be timed by 100% and the final result

will be percentage (P) of the code-mixing used in the movie’s script.

The students’ perceptions were analyzed using these following procedures.

The data that had been collected from the interview with the participants were

transcribed. After that the perceptions were grouped into similar themes of

answers.

5. Data Reliability

Crocker and Algina (1986) mentioned that there are several definitions of

reliability, including inter-rater and intra-rater reliability, test-rater reliability,

interclass correlations to name a few. Inter-rater reliability involves the degree of
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how different raters examine the same information (Davey, Guigu, & Coryn,

2010). Davey et al. (2010) also explained that multiple coders, transparency, audit

trails, and member checks can be used as reliability indicators. So, inter-raters are

needed to maintain reliability of data collected.

This research uses four raters who already passed sociolinguistics course

with the A grade. They should have passed sociolinguistics course because they

would rate the data that were related to sociolinguistic study especially about

code-mixing.

D. FINDING AND DISCUSSION

This chapter will analysis data collected from the movie and the participants.

This section covers two major areas: (1) Frequency and percentage types of code-

mixing happened in the movie and (2) The students’ perception of FLL toward

code-mixing happened in the Marmut Merah Jambu movie.

1. Frequency and percentage types of code-mixing happened in the movie.

This section tried to answer the first research question, what is the most

dominant code-mixing used in the movie: Marmut Merah Jambu using theoretical

framework of Hoffman theory (1991). This section describes about the types of

code-mixing occurred in the movie, frequency of the code-mixing occurrences in

the movie and the percentage of code-mixing percentage as illustrated in Table 1

below:
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Table.1. Frequency and percentage types of code-mixing

Number Types of Code-Mixing Frequency Percentage

1 Intra-Sentential 5 3.76%

2 Intra-Lexical 40 30.08%

3 Involving change of Pronunciation 88 66.17%

Total 133 100%

Based on the Table 1, there are 133 code-mixing occurrences in Marmut

Merah Jambu movie by Raditya Dika, with the most occurred one was code-

mixing involving change of pronunciation (66.17 %), followed by intra-lexical

code-mixing (30.08 %), and intra-sentential code-mixing (3.76 %). The inter-rater

reliability for the categorization was 91.10%. The complete set of data is available

in Appendix 1.

Involving change of pronunciation appeared to be the most dominant code-

mixing type occurred in the Marmut Merah Jambu movie. It seems that there are

some factors why change of pronunciation became the most dominant type of

code-mixing.

The first reason might be related to the English pronunciation. Some English

words are difficult to be pronounced by non-native English speakers. Due to the

difficulty to pronounce, it seems that it would be easier for the characters to adapt

the pronunciation of the English words into Indonesian pronunciation. For
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example, instead of pronouncing the word shampoo as /ʃæmˈpuː/, the character

adapted the pronunciation to /sam·po / to make it easier.

The next factor is related to the social situation. If the characters wanted to

engage in a conversation, they consciously or unconsciously should adapt to

converse by using current or trendy words adapted from English or other

languages from the media around them like movie, social media, novel, magazine

etc. In the movie many characters opened their conversation by using hai /haɪ/ and

halo /ha·lo/. Actually, those words were adapted from the English words, hey /heɪ/

and hello /helˈoʊ/. Those changes may occur consciously or unconsciously

because the main reason was that they want to engage in the conversation.

The last factor seems to be related to the western pop culture. The characters

might be exposed continuously to the media that use more than one language and

they started to be accustomed to what they heard and imitated the language

unconsciously. For instance, the word populer /po·pu·ler/ was used frequently in

the movie, however it was found that they actually adapted that word from the

English word popular /ˈpɑː.pjə.lɚ/. It may occur because many people or

entertainments in Indonesia often used popular /po·pu·ler/ words. Those are the

three factors that might be the reason why involving change of pronunciation

became the most dominant type of code-mixing in the movie.

On the contrary, intra-sentential became the last type of code-mixing used in

the movie. It seems that the characters found it difficult to mix two languages in a

whole sentence because of the different grammar rules. For example in Bahasa
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Indonesia, there is no plural suffix and article. For example, the article the in the

dialogue of the movie in the sentence by the way. Moreover, Bahasa Indonesia

does not use tenses such as past or future tense to mark time. Therefore it would

be difficult to mix both languages in one sentence. That might be the factor why

intra-sentential became the last type code-mixing used in the movie.

2. The students’ perception of FLL toward code-mixing happened in the

Marmut Merah Jambu movie.

In order to gain information related to the reasons why characters in the

Marmut Merah Jambu movie did code-mixing, this study investigated students’

perception, especially FLL students in SWCU. All of the participants were asked

about their perception related to the code-mixing occurred in the movie. The first

question needs to be answered is, “what do you think the factors that influence the

use of code-mixing occurred in the movie?”

In regards to the factors of code-mixing occurred in the movie, all the

participants believed that there are two major factors which lead the characters in

the movie used code-mixing. The first factors is related to the Indonesian

vocabulary. There are some words that might not be in the Indonesian vocabulary.

On the other hand, the characters may be more familiar with the English terms

rather than the Indonesian terms. For example, the character tends to use word

detective rather than penyelidik. It indicates that the character is more familiar

with English word detective rather than Indonesian word, penyelidik, as illustrated

by the excerpt of the interview below:
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“I found some words that may indicate code-mixing, such as

volley, detective, etc. These words do not exist in Bahasa

Indonesia. Therefore, I think the most logic reason for code-mixing

in the movie is insufficient words in Bahasa Indonesia”.

(Participant 1)

The use of code-mixing also makes the conversation clearer and

understandable, as explained by the participant below:

“English's exposure to the Indonesian, which is currently quite

frequent; To make an intention or a word we meant to be clearer

and understandable (clarifying); It's been a lifestyle”.

(Participant 2)

This finding is in line with Hoffman (1991). In his study, he reported that

people tend to mix their code when an item has been acquired in one language but

has not yet in the other. Someone may use the one device s/he has available to

express a certain lexical or grammatical meaning. It seems that when the speakers

do not know the words or there are no words in certain languages, then code-

mixing occurs. For example, college students or youngster often mix their codes

while they interact among themselves because they are not familiar enough with

the Indonesian words. As a result, they use words that they are familiar with by

borrowing English words or other languages to make it understandable.
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The second factor why the characters did the code-mixing in the Marmut

Merah Jambu movie may be related to the exposure of western culture. The

characters may be already exposed to or influenced by the western culture by

watching western movies or TV shows, reading magazine or listening to the

music, as the participants said below:

“The reason why characters in the movie using code-mixing is

exposure of western culture, especially pop culture (magazine,

music, TV shows, etc)”.

(Participant 3)

“It seems that the characters were influenced by western culture

especially western movies or western TV shows which also

influences the way they speak”.

(Participant 4)

This is in line with Hoffman (1991) who stated that if someone is exposed to

mixed input, s/he will often respond with mixed production. It seems that the

characters in the movie might use code-mixing because they are already exposed

to or influenced by the western culture. The source of the exposure may be from

western movies or TV shows, magazine or music. Nowadays accessing media in

the other part of the world is easy with the use of internet and when they are

frequently exposed to other culture like western pop culture. When it is happened,

it might influence the culture, including the language use.
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To sum, it may be concluded that there are two possible reasons why the

characters in the movie did code-mixing. According to the students’ perceptions,

the first reason is due to the limited vocabulary and limited knowledge in the

certain language and the second reason is related to the exposure of western

culture, especially pop culture.

This study also would like to find out if the students considered the movie to

be influential on the phenomenon of code-mixing in the society. From the result

of the interview, all the participants agreed that movies like Marmut Merah

Jambu played an important role in code-mixing happened in the society, as the

participants stated in the interview.

“I think this movie influences the audience to do code-mixing, as we

know that people in Indonesia like to imitate language used in

movies or TV shows.”

(Participant 4)

“Yes, probably. Because many people watch the movie, mainly

teenagers, and probably it may influence the way they speak in the

near future as what is aired or broadcast in the TV or cinema is

considered cool and many will follow the trend”.

(Participant 2)

From those participants’ answer, movie like Marmut Merah Jambu might

influence people, especially young generation to mix their code. People might
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think that mixing their code or imitate the language used in the movie considered

cool and thus they follow the current trend. From the answers, it might be

concluded that movie like Marmut Merah Jambu played an important role in the

code-mixing phenomenon in the society, especially young generation.

The last question asked to the participants is, do you think what happened

in the movie reflects on society?  The participants came out with various answers,

but they all agreed that what happened in the movie reflects on what happens in

the society, as they answered below:

“Yes some words I mentioned before are commonly used in our

society.”

(Participant 1)

“Yes, because nowadays it's like impossible to 'keep in track' with

only a language. We may have limited vocabulary in one language

and code-mixing helps to make the conversation goes smoother.

What happens in the movie reflects Indonesians' identity nowadays,

who are now being really open to any cultural influences.”

(Participant 2)

“Code-mixing becomes something colloquial in Indonesian society

especially young generation.”

(Participant 3)
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“I think so, as I said before people in Indonesia tend to imitate

language used in movies or TV shows to make them look like

educated person. I believe this phenomenon also becomes the reason

code-mixing happened in the movie. It means that the movie also

reflects on the society.”

(Participant 4)

Regarding on how movies influence society, Hjort (2012) explained that

movie matters because it has an unexpected capacity to expand our reality, to

deepen our moral sensibility, and to shape our self-understandings. It seems to be

true that movies could reflect the reality of certain society including code-mixing

phenomenon that happened in the society. All of the participants agreed that

mixing the code or word become a habit among people especially young

generation, who are easily exposed to the western pop culture. Moreover, people

nowadays like to mix their code or word because they want to be seen as an

educated person. It shows that movie like Marmut Merah Jambu is made based on

the current issues in the society including the code-mixing phenomenon.

E. CONCLUSION

The aim of this study analyzed what is the most dominant code-mixing

used in the movie: Marmut Merah Jambu using theoretical framework of

Hoffman theory (1991): intra-sentential code-mixing, intra-lexical code-mixing,

and code-mixing involving a change of pronunciation. This study also tried to

investigate students’ perception, especially Faculty of Language and Literature
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(FLL) students in Satya Wacana Christian University (SWCU), toward the use of

code-mixing in Marmut Merah Jambu movie. This research focused on analyzing

the grammatical aspects of code-mixing in Marmut Merah Jambu and why the

characters in the movie used code-mixing in the conversation.

The result reported that there are 133 occurrences of code-mixing in Marmut

Merah Jambu movie, with the most occurred type involves the change of

pronunciation (66.17 %), followed by intra-lexical code-mixing (30.08 %), and

intra-sentential code-mixing (3.76 %). Another result showed in Sipayung’s study

related to The Analysis of Code-Mixing in Film From Bandung With Love, the

change of pronunciation became the last type of code-mixing occurred in the

movie. This is interesting because both movies were made for the teenager

audience and showed different result. In Sipayung’s research, intra-lexical was the

most occurred type of code-mixing because people in Indonesia like to mix their

language per word to show that they are educated and modern. However, Marmut

Merah Jambu movie showed that the characters used code-mixing involving

change of pronunciation because some English words are difficult to be

pronounced by non-native English speakers, then the characters wanted to engage

in a conversation and the characters might be exposed continuously to the media

that use more than one language. That difference might be related to the factors

why the characters used code-mixing in the movie.

From the interview about the reasons why the characters in Marmut Merah

Jambu movie used code-mixing by asking students’ perceptions, it was found that

the two reasons were in line with Hoffman’s theory about the reasons why people
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use code-mixing. First, it seems that the characters in the movie were limited in

vocabulary items in the certain language and wanted to make clearer or

understandable statement, and the next reason is the characters were already

exposed by the western pop culture. Then, the interview results also show that the

students perceived movies such as Marmut Merah Jambu to play an important

role to our nowadays society who tends to mix the code or word.

This study cannot be generalized to all movies or other media. This is due

to the limitation of the movie and participants in terms of the depth of the

questions asked. The result could be different if the study is conducted with the

other movie or media and larger number of participants with in-depth interview to

gain more information related to the reasons why code-mixing occurred in the

movie. Therefore, it is suggested for further research to use other movies or even

other media, like novel, magazine or social media and also to involve larger

number of participants using in-depth interview to gain more information about

the code-mixing phenomenon.
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APPENDIX 1

No. Text/Dialogue

Types of Code-Mixing

Intra-
Sente
ntial

Intra-
lexical

code-mixing which
involving a change
of pronunciation

(IAS) (IL) (P)

1

DIKA
Ceritanya dimulai dari sebuah
telepon Om..jadi waktu itu-

1

2

BERTUS
Telepon sekarang? 1

3

BERTUS
Halo? Momo? 1

4

BERTUS
Halo? Halo? 2

5

DIKA
Iya halo Sandra? 1

6

BERTUS
Halo, ini Bertus anak kelas 1B 1

7

CEWEK GEBETAN 3
Nomor yang anda hubungi,
sedang tidak aktif. Tolong
hubungi beberapa saat lagi.

1

8

BERTUS
Tinggal satu Dik. tapi yang ini
gak bisa lewat telepon. 1

9

DIKA
Ber, lo yakin nih? Lewat
telepon aja gagal, gimana
ngomong langsung?

1
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10

BERTUS
Halo, Cynthia? 1

11

CYNTHIA
Thanks. 1

12

TEMAN MICHAEL #1
Sorry, kita pengen duduk sini.
Jadi lo pergi dong!

1

13

DIKA
Sorry ya, kami duluan yang
duduk di sini.

1

14

MICHAEL
Teman-teman sorry ya, kita
mau nongkrong di sini. 1

15

MICHAEL
Sip teman – teman, thank you. 1

16

DIKA
Ber, dia itu populer, lo tanya
aja satu sekolah, siapa sih yang
ngga tahu dia?

1

17

COWOK SMA
Michael itu cowok yang beda
dari yang lain, soalnya katanya
orang – orang dia itu
vegetarian. Keren gak makan
udang.

1

18

COWOK SMA #2
Kayaknya vegetarian bukan itu
deh.

1

19

BERTUS
Itu problem kita Dik, kita
cemen. Kita harus populer,
Supaya kita bisa bahagia.

1

20

DIKA
Ber, kenapa sih populer dan
urusan cewek ini jadi penting
banget buat lo?

1
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21

BERTUS
Om, dulu waktu masih sekolah,
Om populer gak? 1

22

BERTUS
Gimana sih caranya jadi
populer Om?

1

23

BAPAK INA
Hmmm.. Iya, memang itu yang
paling populer dan paling
keren dijamannya om. Tapi
kamu
gak mungkin ngelakuin itu kan?

1

24

BERTUS
Hai, lo lo lo dan lo, apa kabar
nih?

1

25

DIKA
Teman – teman sorry ya sorry,
kita gak nyangka kalau jadinya
begini.

2

26

DIKA
Jangan, jangan cute, tete gue
sensitif.

1

27

BERTUS
Iya, jangan, tete dia sensitif! 1

28

BERTUS
Dik apa salahnya sih gue nyoba
ngebuat kita populer. 1

29

DIKA
Populer, populer, populer.
Cuman itu aja di pikiran lo?
Lagian kenapa sih kita harus
jadi populer?

4

30

DIKA
Udahlah Ber, jadi populer gak
penting buat gue. Sekarang,
yang penting hidup gue tenang.

1

31

INA
Halo, Dika ya? 1
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32

GURU OLAHRAGA
Tapi sayang dia sudah nikah
sama bassis terkenal di zaman
saya dulu. Emang ya, Nak.

1

33

BERTUS
Oke Oke 2

34

DIKA
Ber, lo bener, kita emang harus
jadi populer.

1

35

BERTUS
Oke, berikut rencana gue
supaya kita jadi terkenal di
sekolah.

1

36

BERTUS
Oke. Begini caranya. Kita bikin
kehebohan, kita terkenal. 1

37

BERTUS
We want to join! 1

38

BERTUS
Iya, ya.. Pasti ada ekskul, klub,
atau grup yang belom pernah
dibuat.

1

39

BERTUS
Kita gak usah bikin ekskul. Kita
bikin grup kita sendiri. Grup
detektif! Detektif itu disukai
semua orang!

3

40

DIKA
Lu tahu apa soal jadi detektif? 1

41

DIKA
Oke, jadi tadinya saya gak mau
mengikuti ide noraknya si
Bertus, tapi gara-gara anak Om.

1

42

INA
Halo? 1
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43

INA
Halo? 1

44

INA
Halo? Ini Michael ya? 1

45

BERTUS
Halo? 1

46

DIKA
Kita harus bikin grup detektif. 1

47

BAPAK INA
Haduh goblok kok dipelihara?
Kenapa kamu setuju bikin grup
detektif itu? Kamu. kepala
kamu pernah jatuh duluan ya
waktu naik angkot?!

1

48

DIKA
Oke, gue cek ulang. 1

49

BERTUS
Ini taser. 1

50

BERTUS
Mulai sekarang, derajat kita
bakal naik, Dik. Grup detektif
ini akan memecahkan kasus,
menjunjung tinggi keadilan.

1

51

BERTUS
Dik, mana ada detektif nawarin
kasus kaya di Mangga Dua? 1

52

DIKA
Pak, kami baru membuat grup
detektif.

1

53

BERTUS
Uh, sorry.. Siapa ya? 1

54

BERTUS
Feeling aja. Boleh saya
lanjutkan dulu?

1
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55

BERTUS
Itu lah pak, jalan pikiran
kriminal memang susah
ditebak.

1

56

BERTUS
Nah itu tugas pertama lo, cariin
ruangan buat grup ini. 1

57

SEKRETARIS OSIS
Grup detektif? Itu ekskul
resmi?

1

58

ANGGOTA KLUB BASKET
Hai Fani.. 1

59

ANGGOTA KLUB BASKET
Sorry, kami butuh ruangan
lagi..

1

60

MICHAEL
Sorry, klub basket kami butuh
banget ruangan
banget, boleh ya..

1

61

DIKA
Oke. Gimana kalau gini, kita
cari pelakunya tapi kami dapet
ruangan. Gimana?

1

62

DIKA
Dear Dara, lo gak usah belagu.
Gue bakal bikin hidup lo susah.
Gue gak suka sama tampang lo.
Kalo mau hidup lo tenang,
kirimin uang lima ratus ribu ke
alamat ini. Lalu dibawahnya
ada alamat.

1

63

BAPAK INA
Halo, iya, saya pesan nasi
padang dua.

1

64

BAPAK INA
Oke, iya nasi padang dua,
paketnya aja kamu atur. Oke,
terimakasih.

1

65

MICHAEL
Oh aku habis beli conditioner
dari Itali

1
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66

INA
Oh iya, tapi kalau aku makai
conditioner kok rambutku ngga
sebagus itu ya?

1

67

DIKA
Sorry, mata gue kemasukan
keringet, bisa lo aja gak? 1

68

BERTUS
Dik, penjahat harus dihukum,
orang yang gak jujur harus
mendapatkan hukuman yang
setimpal. Untuk itu kan kita
membuat grup detektif ini?

1

69

BERTUS
Yes, makasih. 1

70

DARA
Satu hal kendalanya, karena
grup kalian bukan ekskul yang
resmi, ruangan grup detektif
kalian juga merangkap sebagai
ruangan throphy klub basket.
Gak apa-apa kan?

1 2

71

MICHAEL
Sorry, grup detektif ya? Gue
nitip piala kami ya. Baru
menang kemarin. Gue taro di
situ ya?

1 1

72

MICHAEL
Oke, makasih ya, Gue tinggal
ya?

1

73

BERTUS
Michael lo pake shampo apa
ya? Kok harum banget? 1

74

MICHAEL
Thanks, Suroso. 1

75

MICHAEL
Thanks, Bertus. 1
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76

DIKA
Oke, selanjutnya, kasus-kasus
berdatangan tanpa henti. 1

77

INA
Gue mau ngajak lo dan grup
detektif lo buat ikut ke acara
radio gueitu, Dik. Gimana?

1

78

INA
Thanks ya, Dik. 1

79

INA
Oh, by the way, lo keren
banget.

1

80

DIKA
Ada kabar bagus sih. Kita mau
di interview di radio. 1

81

BERTUS
Yo, whats up? 1

82

INA
Oke kaula muda kali ini kita
udah kedatangan tamu, ada
grup detektif dari SMA gue.
Boleh tahu ngga nama grup
detektifnya apa?

2

83

DIKA
Kita sebenernya gak punya
nama grup khusus sih kita kan
bukan band.

1 1

84

BERTUS
Nama grup kita, Tiga Sekawan.

1

85

INA
Oke, tiga sekawan! 1

86

INA
Bisa diceritain gak soal grup
detektifnya?

1
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87

CINDY
Sebentar, soal nama grup kami
sebenarnya-

1

88

BERTUS
Thanks men! 1

89

BAPAK INA
Jadi grup cemen kamu terkenal
dong sekarang?

1

90

INA
Ini dari putricedihcelalu, dear
Ina, aku sedih karena gebetanku
cuek dan gak tahu kalau aku
naksir dia. Apa yang harus aku
lakuin ya? Ada saran ngga dari
Tiga Sekawan?

1

91

INA
Saran yang bagus.. Nah temen-
temen, aku juga sebenernya
punya problem yang sama lho
di sekolah.. Malu ngakuinnya.

1

92

MICHAEL
Sorry Na, lu nggapapa? 1

93

INA
Gapapa kok, sorry ya Mich? 1

94

KEPALA SEKOLAH
Saya sudah sering mendengar
tentang grup detektif kamu ini. 1

95

DIKA
Biasanya orang yang jago
basket, dia jago bikin grafiti. 1

96

KEPALA SEKOLAH
Saya tidak peduli, coba kalian
urus, saya berikan kewenangan
penuh untuk melakukan apa
saja. You understand?

1
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97

DIKA
Bu, saya minta file data-data
Michael Fiandi, saya perlu tahu
rumah, hobi, dan kesukaan dia
apa.

1

98

CINDY
Nama grup kita bukan. 1

99

DIKA
Hai Ina. 1

100

DIKA
Orang dengan rambut seindah
Michael pasti juga senang baca
puisi. Dengan kata-kata sok
puitis dia menulis kalimat di
grafiti tersebut.

1

101

KEPALA SEKOLAH
Dika, Michael seorang
vegetarian, tiap pulang sekolah
dia ikut membantu
membereskan mushola,dan dia
telah membangun sendiri panti
jompo didekat rumahnya,
Michael seorang anak yang
baik, jadi kalau tidak ada bukti,
saya tidak percaya kamu.

1

102

INA
Ya gak papa, gue juga suka
kambing kok, jadi gampang
kalau mau dinner barengnya.

1

103

DIKA
Dinner. Gue juga nemuin kalau
dia keringetnya banyak banget.
Gue ambil sampelnya di
lapangan tadi.

1

104

INA
Thanks ya? 1

105

CINDY
Terus lo manfaatin temen lo?
Gue pikir grup ini beda. Gue
pikir elo itu beda.

1
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106

DIKA
Lo kan bilang sama gue, gue
orangnya tekun. Gue tekun, gue
suka sama Ina. Kalau udah gini
gimana? Lo mau pergi
ninggalin gue? Ninggalin grup
kita?

1

107

DIKA
Ber, sorry gue. 1

108

BERTUS
Gue pikir ini semua buat
keadilan. Kita bikin grup ini
buat apa?

1

109

DIKA
Buat apa? Lo mau tau yang
jujur? Buat lo populer. Itu kan
yang lo mau?

1

110

BERTUS
Karena salah satu dari mereka
tidak egois, dan memanfaatkan
persahabatan mereka untuk
keuntungan mereka sendiri.
Karena mereka tidak makan
temen. Makanya mereka berdua
bisa sangat populer. Tapi kalau
salah satu dari mereka ada yang
mengkhianati temannya sendiri,
mending ngga usah nginep
dirumahnya dia, dan anggep aja
dia udah gak ada! Merdeka!

1

111

GURU SEJARAH
Oke, Selanjutnya. 1

112

BAPAK DIKA
Oke. Eh mana itu si Bertus,
biasanya malam Minggu dia
tidur disini?

1

113

BERTUS
Tapi, masih ada nomor telepon
lain yang-

1

114

BERTUS
Sorry ya, Dik. 1
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115

DIKA
Sorry ya, Ber. 1

116

CINDY
Oke, kita review lagi ya. 1

117

TAMU-TAMU
Happy birthday to you. 1

118

TEMAN INA #1
First cakenya! Kasih first
cake!

2

119

DIKA
Halo, selamat malam
semuanya, selamat ulang tahun
Ina.

1

120

DIKA
Sorry ya. 1

121

INA
Ini kan tanda good luck dari
Jepang. Gue sering kok ngasih
burung bangau kayak gini ke
orang-orang yang gue anggap
kurang beruntung.

1

122

BAPAK INA
Ina gak sama kamu. Kamu
cemen sekali, Dika. Bikin grup
detektif, ngerelain cewek yang
kamu suka.

1

123

BAPAK INA
Yah.. Paling enggak dulu grup
detektif kamu sukses, ya kan? 1

124

BAPAK INA
Oh iya ya.. Yang grafiti itu? 1

125

DIKA
Halo, bisa bicara dengan
Bertus?

1

126

DIKA
Iya. Lo gimana? Masih pengen
jadi populer?

1
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127

BERTUS
Gak tahu, dia berapa kali
pindah rumah, tapi di mailing
list sih dia bales mau dateng ke
kawinan Ina besok. Kenapa
Dik?

1

128

MICHAEL
Eh iya, Dika.. Pokoknya gue
ingetnya lo grup band Tiga
Sekawan.

1

129

DIKA
Detektif! 1

130

CINDY
Masih lah, dulu gue sempet add
Friendster lo.

1

131

DIKA
Grafiti itu bukan gambar iblis. 1

132

DIKA
Plus, Kepala Sekolah nyangka
itu ancaman buat dia. 1

Total 6 46 94

After compared with four raters
5 40 88
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APPENDIX 2

Interview Questions:

1. What do you think the factors that influence the use of code-mixing

occurred in the Marmut Merah Jambu movie?

2. Do you think Movie like Marmut Merah Jambu plays an important role in

mixing-codes?

3. Do you think what happened in the movie reflects on society?
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APPENDIX 3

The Synopsis of Marmut Merah Jambu Movie

The story began with Dika (Raditya Dika) as the main character telling his

story about his first love in high school to his lover’s father. To get a girl that he

loved, Dika and Bertus, his best friend, decided to make a detective group in order

to be popular and also to attract Ina, his first love. This detective group also

created a friendship with a girl named Cindy. As the time went, Dika and his

group solved many cases one by one in his school and became popular. However,

Dika finally realized that there was one case that could not be solved by his group

until they have graduated from the high school. Finally, Dika realized about the

case and solved the case. However there was one big question arising after solving

the final case, “Did our first love not go anywhere?”


